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November 14, 2022 
 

Dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father and True Mother: 

 

True Father: "Our original mind needs to resonate with Heaven and then the culture of heart will be 

realized." (1) 

 

Without the fall of man this would have been realized everywhere: 

 

True Father: "Man's ability to respond to the true love of God was killed due to the fall. People cannot 

even recognize God's true love, much less vibrate with it. The whole purpose of salvation is to restore that 

ability of human beings to vibrate with the love of God. Once the spiritual body of man can receive the 

vibration of God's love, his whole self will resound with it. His entire physical body will respond to God's 

stimuli. That would be the total satisfaction of love. Nothing could be more desired by anyone." (2) 

 

In the world designed by God, everyone resonates with Heaven, and that means with God, with God's 

heart of true love that is. The resonance in such a world is perfect and unchanging. All people vibrate with 

God and among each other. To establish such a world True Parents have emerged, and they want us to 

vibrate with God's heart of true love just as they do: 

 

True Father: "The Unification Church is the church of vibration, the vibration of true love. You did not 

come here for the sole purpose of singing "Happy Birthday" to True Parents. I don't want you to come for 

that. I want you to become somebody. Become a Moonie of true love vibration. From today, as a birthday 

gift take back with you the vibration of true love. You are starting to vibrate today for the sake of the 

world. " (3) 

 

Meanwhile we have Heavenly Parents' Holy Community. It, too, must be filled with the vibration with the 

heart of God and True Parents, for the sake of the world, and consequently among each other as well. 

 

And this community must expand and grow, until it encompasses the whole world, and until God's ideal 

is realized. Then all will be liberated and free to enjoy increasing happiness, on the earth as well as in the 

spiritual world: 

 

True Father: "When you enter the realm of true love resonance, you do not need religion and you also do 

not need a savior. You are liberated. Everything is finished and done with." (4) 

 

Love from Bruno 

 

 

1. Thailand, June 12th, 2017: www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/HakJaHanMoon-17/HakJaHan-170613a.pdf 

 

2. The purpose of life, coming and going: www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon84/840108.htm 

 

3. The restoration of true love, Ch. 8: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/sm-tl1/TL1-08.htm 

 

4. Pyeong Hwa Gyeong, Book 8. Speech 8: True Love... www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/PHG14/PHG14-

08.pdf 

 

Whoever does not want to receive my emails, please let me know! 
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